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Abstract. Fred C. Barnett and James R. Weaver considered the stochastic

matrix

(1) Qirr
f,J=0,.

when modeling the spread of a viral infection through a population, where the

virus has two forms. This can be generalized to viruses with q forms using the

matrix

(2)

\ßuß2,...,ßq)\n )     \n) \n)
ai+a2H-t-aq = n,ßi+ß2-\-tßq=n

These matrices also appear in a different context when Konrad J. Heuvers, et

al, studied the characterization of the permanent function by the Cauchy-Binet

formula. In this paper, the eigenvalues and inverse of the matrix (2) are given

and the existence of a basis of right eigenvectors is established.

In the process the inverse of a generalized multinomial coefficient matrix is

found.

1. Introduction

Consider a virus that exists in q forms, AX,A2, ... ,A , and assume that

all q of these forms reproduce at the same high rate. Assume also that n

particles of a virus are transmitted by a vector which selects these n particles

randomly from an effectively infinite number of virus particles in the infected

host. Some time after the vector infects the new host, the new host will have

the same proportion of the q forms of the virus as he received from the vector.

Consequently if a host receives a¡ particles of type Ax, a2 particles of type

A2, etc., then the probability that the next host will have ßx particles of type
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A{, ß2 particles of type A2, etc. will be

U«<ß     \ßx,ß2,...,ßj\n)    \n)        \n)    '

a, + a2 + • ■ • + aq = n , ß{ + ß2 + ■ ■ ■ + ßq .

Barnett and Weaver considered the case q — 2 [1].

K. J. Heuvers, et al, needed the fact that the matrix in (3) had an inverse

in order to prove that the Cauchy-Binet theorem characterizes the permanent

function [3]. This matrix has also been studied by R. Shelton, et al, while

investigating multinomial Bernstein polynomials in [5].

Riordan obtained many of the results of this paper in the case q = 2 when

obtaining the inverses of certain Vandermonde matrices [4].

2. Notation

(4) <û)o = l.        (a)n = a(a-l)---(a-n+l),       n>\.

Let 9" be a field of characteristic 0, a = (a[,a2, ... ,a ) € &~9 , q > 1 ,

|a| = a,+a2 H-ha?, a = (a, ,&2, ... ,a?_i) G 9~q     , a   = (a, ,a2, ... ,

aq_2) G Srq"1, \a\ = Efj/a,., |a"| = E-j/a,, a = (a ,aq), and |a| =

\a'\ + aq . Also x = (x{ ,x2, ... ,x ), x = (x, ,x2, ... ,x_ ,), and x" =

(x{ ,x2, ... ,xq_2), where x,,x2, ... ,x   are indeterminants.

Z+ = {0,1,2,...}. Pn q = {a e Z« , with H = n). Inq = {a'&Zq-{

with  \a'\ < «}.   If a = (a, ,a2, ... ,a ) € Z* , let x" = x"'x22---x^   for

x = (x, , x2, ... , xq). Similarly x'" = x"'x22 ■ ■ ■ xq"_-¡ , (x')a, = {x,)Q] {x2)ai ■ ■ ■

<\-!>„,_, for x' = (x,,x2, ... ,xq_{) anda'elnq.

Also let aï = a, !a2! •■■£*,!, a'! = a,!a2!- • -a,.,!, and (£) = $)(£) • • •

(«""') = (a')«'//?'! > f°r Q' > /?' G /„ „. F°r a G -P„ „ the multinomial coefficient

is (") = «!/a! and \a\ = n. There is a one-to-one correspondence between

a = (a, ,a2, ... ,a9_,) G /„ q and q = (a, ,a2, ... ,aq) G P„>(/ given by

a = (a ,n -\a\). The equation

(5) (") =-"'..,.    = C(n , a)
K  ' \aj      tt*!(» - |a'|)!

defines the multinomial coefficient in terms of a .

The ordering on Zq+ is defined by a < b if ak. — bk., fc = 1,2,... , / — 1,

and ai < bi. This is the lexicographic ordering, a < b if a¡ < bt for all i.

The other symbols <, >, >, >, >>, << have obvious interpretations.

Let &HA = {/e.^[x, ,...,x?_,]:/ = 0 or deg/<«}. A basis for 9~nA

is given by {{x')" : a G/„?}.
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Stirling numbers S(k, m) of the second kind are defined by

m

(6) xm = J2S(k,m)(x)k,
k=0

and Stirling numbers s(k, m) of the first kind are defined by

(?) (x)m = J2s(k'm)xk ■
k=0

Set s(k, m) = S(k ,m) = 0 whenever k > m .

The multinomial versions of these Stirling numbers can be defined by

q-\

(8)

and

(9)

f{a,ß') = l[S{ai,ßi),        o!,ß'.eInq,
i=\

?-l

S{a,ß') = J{s(ai,ßi),        a,ß'elnq
i=l

It should be pointed out that S*{a', ß') = S(q' ,ß') = 0 unless a << ß'.

In addition S? and S will denote matrices with elements 5^(a ,ß ) and

S(a , /?') in the a , ß' position respectively, for a , ß' g /„    .

It will be assumed that the lexicographic ordering on In will be used when

forming the matrices and vectors indexed by /     .

Note that the matrix [S7(a , ß')]n, »,6/ is upper triangular (when the lexi-

cographic ordering of In     is used).

10)

3. The multinomial Dyson matrix

Now the multinomial Dyson matrix will be defined by

n\ (cx\ß
D

",<7

One other matrix that will play a significant role is given in the following theo-

rem.

Theorem 1. Let B be the matrix defined by

B=[G;)(-1,"V,6,
L -¡a'.ß'el,,,,

Then B~l = B.

Proof. Let X be the vector with components in ^     defined by

* = [*"W,
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The element of BX with index a   is

e (:'.)<-.)"v= sn(?w

ne &)(--/'
,=1 ^,=0 V^'v

=n(i-*,f.
i'=l

This gives 5* = 7 with 7 = [üfl/O -x/)n']Q,e/n   . Now substitute 1 -x¡

for x(, i = 1,2, ... ,q - I . This gives 5T = X. Hence B X = X and since

the elements of X are linearly independent polynomials over the field OF, it

must follow that B2 = I.     O

One consequence of this theorem is

Corollary 1. Let C be the matrix defined by

(12)

Then

(13)

C G')
u',/?'€/„.,

C" J)l

la'li
/'rao/. Let D be the diagonal matrix diag[(-l)    ]a,el    ■ Then D     -D and

C = BD. Then C~l = DB and that yields (13).     D

The main result now is:

Theorem 2. The eigenvalues of the Dyson matrix Dn    are given by

I , = —r-r,—:-        where a g /„ „
"      ¿"\n-\a'\y. "•"

and there exists a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors.

Proof. First a few lemmas are needed.

Lemma 1. The following equation holds.

>.,n-\a'\
(14) H   C{n,a)(a')ß,x'a {n-\x'\)"  '" ' = (n)\ßnx* n

'ß'   n-\ß'\

"'€/«.,

Proof. Start with the multinomial theorem |x|" = 2~2aeP    (")x", then apply

the operators <9;'d    • • ■ d ""' . This gives
.Vi      X2 Xq-\ <=

/    i        i    ,n-\ß'\ V^    /^i '\i   l\ la'-ß'    a„
(n)m\x\ =   2^   C(n,a){a)ßlx        xqq.

'ein.,
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Next multiply both sides by x    , then substitute n - \x'\  for x    in the

resulting equation and the result follows.     D

The next lemma concerns Stirling numbers of the second kind.

Lemma 2. The following equation holds:

(15) (*'/'=  E SO{y',ß'){x')yl.
y'ei„.„

Moreover for all a , ß' G /      the following holds:

J«'l
■y(16) ^(a',ß') = t}r_   ¿2   («Xif

a !    vr7¡    \y 'i   t//i .q

Proof. We start with

(17)

,= 1 ,= l 7,=0

= E ft 5(^ "/><*/>» = E ^(yV)<*v = E ^Vx^-
/'<<'>' 1=1 /<<«' )-'€/„,,

One of the standard closed form expressions for Stirling numbers of the

second kind is given by [2, p. 119]

/     . ,m    in     /     \

(i8) *(->«)=^e(7)(-1)V-

This implies that

9-1

¿7(a',ß') = l[S(ai,ßi)
(=i

,=i     "r     ;.,=0 v/'7

The lemma now follows,     o
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First compute the matrix DB whose a , ß' element is

/  >\7' í      i 'A""1''1

/e/„„

(-1)

s\ß'\

\ß'\

=   „',.   E C("^)Q («-!<* I)     <y>/" J» ! )-'€/„„

Now use Lemma 1 to get

(19) DB =
(-l)"'(n)|/»'la

nmß'\

Next we compute ßöß. The a , ß' element of BDB is

\\ß(-D'^Wi^i
,1'Vi

/  tin,q

Now use Lemma 2 on the sum to get

£ W-1 fy"

ß'ln^

This yields the important equation

',/_nl/?'|-|a'l/    N

(20) r = ß£»ß =
q'!(-l)"'H°'l(,,)|/>t|

¿V,/*')
«' ,ß'ei„

It now follows that D is similar to an upper triangular matrix T whose

diagonal entries are A», = («),„,,/« . Therefore these are the eigenvalues of

D.

Next, it is necessary to show that there exists a complete linearly independent

set of eigenvectors corresponding to each eigenvalue kb = (n)b/n . Notice that

I = Aq = A, > A2 > A3 > > kn. Let Sb = {a e In : |q'| = ¿} for

Ô > 1, and S, = {«' G /„9: |a'| = 0 or |a'| = 1}. If \a'\ = \ß'\ and

a << ß' then a = ß'. Therefore \a\ = \ß | and a ^ ß' implies that

S*(a , ß') = Tn, ̂  = 0. If \a'\ = 0 and \ß'\ = 1, then a =0, and ß' has one

component equal to one and the rest of the components are zero. From (15)

¿/"{a',/?') = 0. Hence if a   and ß' are in Sb and a jí /?' then Ta, ß, = 0.

Let rfe be the submatrix of T consisting of elements with both indices in

Sb. Then Tb = kbI has a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors

corresponding to kb. The diagonal elements of T not belonging to Tb are

not equal to kb . Hence, all the eigenvectors of Tb can be extended to linearly

independent eigenvectors of T.
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The argument is true for all the eigenvalues of T, thus T has a complete

set of linearly independent eigenvectors. The same is true for D since T is

similar to D by (20).     G

This result has a number of consequences, one of them is that the Dyson

matrix is invertible, since all the eigenvalues are nonzero. In fact the inverse

Dyson matrix can be expressed in terms of multinomial Stirling numbers of the

first kind and that is what will be done next.

Just as Stirling numbers of the second kind have a multinomial extension,

so do Stirling numbers of the first kind. In fact the following counterpart of

Lemma 2 can be established.

Lemma 3. The following equation holds:

(21) (x')a,=   Yl  S(ß',a)x'ß'.
ß'€l„.q

Moreover the matrix S is the inverse of the matrix S?.

Proof.

q-\ q—\    f«,

(A'=nw,'=nE^'QX'=i=i i=i E
"<<o

fq-\

n^,-.«x,/=!
=    E   S(/?',a')/=   £   S(ß',a')x'ß

ß'ei„.q'«a

(21) and (15) imply that S? is the change of basis matrix from the basis

{x" } ,._,     of & „ to the basis {(x ) ,} ,c,    , and S is the change of basis

matrix from the basis {(x ),},,-,     to the basis {x Q } ,c,    . Thus S? and S

are inverses of each other. This proves the lemma.     D

Now define two diagonal matrices as follows

(22)

and

(23)

L = diag

A = diag

(-1)
\a'\

<">!«'!

£»'€/„.,

a !
J«'e/„

These observations can be summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 2. With L and A defined in (22) and (23) above, the following holds:

(24)

and

(25)

D = BL   S^ALB.

D  ' =BL  'A  ]SLB.
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